There has been some discussion of late, in academic library circles, surrounding the relative merits of Microlog (Micromedia-ProQuest) versus the Canadian Public Policy Collection (CPPC -Gibson Library Connections). Microlog is a long-standing resource, with over 200,000 titles, that provides fiche copies of Canadian government documents (federal, provincial, and municipal) to subscribers. Microlog also creates the MARC records and makes them available for uploading into library catalogues. CPPC is an online collection of over 22,000 think tank and policy institute reports, along with a selection of federal and provincial government documents. This paper provides a comparative analysis of Microlog and CPPC to help clarify their roles in academic library collections. This analysis considers measures of growth, coverage, and content, as well as additional features associated with each of these collections. The analysis concludes that these collections are largely distinct and tend to be more complementary than competitive.
Introduction
Microlog is a longstanding government documents resource in Canada (1972 to present) . It is a collection of over 200,000 Canadian federal, provincial, and municipal government documents on microfiche dating back to 1972 (as Microlog, and its predecessors: Urban Canada and ProFile). Microlog "covers English and French publications from federal, provincial, and municipal government agencies and departments. It includes research, scientific, technical and annual reports, policy papers and statistical materials." As well, Microlog is available through various "subscription plans ranging from the complete collection to subsets by level of government (jurisdiction), geographic area, subject, or special collections". i MARC records are available from 1982 forward.
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The Canadian Public Policy Collection (CPPC -Gibson Library Connections) is a newer entry in this arena (2005 to present) . CPPC is an online collection of over 22,000 reports from policy, social, economic and political institutes and think tanks, along with a selection of federal and provincial government documents. A related product, the Canadian Health Research Collection (CHRC) ii , is often also subscribed to with CPPC.
CHRC is a collection of current, health-related monograph publications from Canadian research institutes, government agencies, and universities. Currently, the collection consists of approximately 7,000 titles, with about 1,600 new titles added each year.
Recent comments on the Canadian "GOVINFO" Listserv (GOVINFO@YORKU.CA) have raised questions about the relative merits of the Microlog fiche/MARC record service versus products such as the Canadian Public Policy Collection (CPPC). These are legitimate questions in tight budgetary times. Some libraries have cancelled Microlog and are relying on the CPPC. The purpose of this paper is to compare these two collections in terms of collection size, content, and access and to discuss their importance in academic library collections.
Methodology

Collection Size
Two kinds of statistics on collection size were collected. The first was collection growth, as measured by annual additions to each collection. The second was collection coverage, as measured by the number of items published in a particular year that are found in each collection, regardless of when they were added.
Microlog statistics were gathered for the years 1999 to 2010 using the Queen's University Library (QUL) catalogue (QCAT); searches were conducted between April 29 and May 10, 2011. Annual growth data were collected using call number searches in QCAT. Coverage data were collected using advanced QCAT searches as shown below (Figure 1) , illustrating the limits used to extract these data: specifically, the word 'Microlog' was searched as a 'keyword anywhere'; the date range was limited to individual years; and the location was limited to 'Government Documents'. CPPC coverage data were collected using searches of the Canadian Public Policy Collection accessed at QUL. In this case, an advanced search was used to limit results by 'Publication Year', as shown in Figure 2 . 
Collection Content
Data on the number of publications contained in CPPC by source (i.e., author, department or agency) were obtained from Gibson Library Connections. Comparable statistics for Microlog were gathered using QCAT searches. For instance, to determine the number of Microlog records by province (e.g., Manitoba), the advanced search shown in Figure 3 was used. 
Collection Access
Information regarding access to these collections (searchability, long-term access) was gathered from Micromedia-ProQuest and Gibson Library Connections via product web sites and personal communication.
Literature Search
Prior to undertaking this research, a literature search revealed no other articles comparing Microlog to CPPC.
Results and Discussion
Collection Size Table 1 shows annual growth in both the CPPC and CHRC collections. The GovDocs columns show the numbers of titles, within each total, originating from federal or provincial governments. For the purposes of this analysis, the CPPC only (Total) column was used. This consists primarily of publications from think tanks and public policy institutes with a small collection of government documents. Growth and coverage statistics for Microlog and CPPC are summarized in Table 2 below. For the purposes of this part of the analysis, only data from 1999 to 2009 were considered, since not all Microlog records for 2010 had been added to QCAT at the time of these searches. It is also interesting to note that, in 2009, 7,587 documents were added to Microlog, but only 2,862 of these were documents published in 2009. This reflects both a lag time in getting documents into the collection as well as efforts on the part of Micromedia-ProQuest to locate and add older documents to the collection. An example of this is a whole series of Nova Scotia 'Department of Labour, Economics, and Research Division' documents from the mid-1970's that were added to Microlog in 2004.
iii 6 (3708) and fiche actually received (7452) The growth lines illustrate that, for most years since 2005, annual Microlog additions were more than double those of the CPPC.
There has been a decline in Microlog coverage over time, with a smaller number of documents from any given publication year being added to the collection; over time, however, Micromedia-ProQuest's tendency to add older documents to the collection could result in an increase in these numbers. 
Collection Content
The stated strength of the CPPC is in providing access to reports from "non-government sources like think tanks and policy institutes." (Bob Gibson, Gibson Library Connections, personal communication) Mr. Gibson comments further:
"CPPC is not intended to be a 'government documents' service. Less than half (around 10,000) of the 22,000 titles included to date come from government sources.
(And only 5,700 of these come from federal government agencies.) Our primary aim is coverage of monograph literature on public policy in Canada coming from all sectors, including but not limited to government." [May 9, 2011] In terms of policy institutes/think tank reports, content in CPPC far exceeds that of Microlog. An informal sample of major Canadian think tanks/policy institutes iv suggests that, for the period from 2004 to 2010/11, Microlog had less than one tenth the documents of this type held by CPPC. Microlog, however, does contain more reports from Canadian Associations than CPPC (1,808 hits for the word 'association' in Microlog in the 'company/organization' field, versus 572 hits in CPPC in the 'author' field v ).
Microlog's strength, on the other hand, is in the realm of government documents, particularly at the provincial and municipal levels. 
Collection Access
To misappropriate a well-worn cliché, 'access is in the eye of the beholder' -it all comes down to what is seen as being important. For some, the battle cry "What do we want? More online. When do we want it? Now!" (Vassie, 2007 ) is a distraction from the bigger picture of long-term access.
It is true that, for many users, the online, full-text, searchable nature of CPPC is very appealing. Bob Gibson writes:
"…the distinguishing difference is searchability within the document and within the collection. One can locate all instances of a phrase like "proportional representation" in the text of all documents in the service…" [May 9, 2011].
That being said, one commonly-reported source of frustration with CPPC is the lack of a built-in download option in the ebrary interface. This is particularly frustrating to users when they discover that many texts in the CPPC are freely accessible and fully downloadable on the open web (via a Google search, for instance). Links provided through Microlog point to these public (albeit non-permanent) URLs. In response to this lack of a download option, Gibson Library Connections is cooperating with QUL to sidestep this shortcoming by experimenting with the provision of links to full-text PDF versions of CPPC titles in MARC records, wherever possible.
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Users unfamiliar with microfiche face frustration as well. Finding the physical Microlog collection in the library and getting from fiche to photocopied print or scanned PDF is a longer and more complicated process than clicking on a link in a record. This is the reality for older (pre-2000) "The main reason the MARC records lag behind the fiche shipments is because we do the cataloging with real catalog librarians now. Prior to mid-2006, the MARC records were machine-created. We had quite a number of complaints about the quality of those machine records, so I talked my managers into giving us a chance to do proper cataloging. We receive our set of fiche to catalog at the same time the fiche are shipped to customers. It takes a cataloger over 2 months to complete a monthly fiche release, depending somewhat on how many abstracts they need to write from scratch and how many inverted/bilingual titles are included. Then those records are proofed by another cataloger, corrections entered, and the set uploaded. So generally it is 3 months from fiche release to MARC record release. And because of various other considerations, it can take longer. For example, we release the MARCs in order, so if a certain month takes longer than expected for some reason, it may hold up release of the MARCs for the following month." [May 3, 2011] The 'beholder' aspect of this analysis comes into play when long-term access is considered. Microlog documents are sent to subscribing libraries on microfiche. From the perspective of long-term access, microfiche is still superior to digital versions of documents. Microfiche is a stable medium with a predicted lifespan of up to 500 years vi vii if stored properly. Electronically-stored information, on the other hand, needs to be migrated diligently over time due to the relatively short lifespan of computer hardware, software, and digital media. It is in this complex and expensive process that information can be lost. Vassie (2007) argues that, while "microfilm's just-in-case sturdiness lacks the just-in-time freshness of digitisation," there will continue to be a market for microfilm "within the research library community." Vassie further argues that, if academic research libraries rely solely on licensed digital versions of key resources, efforts "to support the long-term aspirations of a centre of excellence in research will be compromised."
Another area of concern with long-term access to this material is in the stability and durability of the companies behind these products (i.e., ProQuest and Gibson Library Connections). If Gibson Library Connections "goes away" overnight or drops interest in the CPPC as a product, full-text content is at risk of disappearing too. A similar scenario involving ProQuest and Microlog would at least leave libraries with their Microlog collections intact. Table 4 provides a comparison of some of the features of Microlog and CPPC. This table highlights the fact that, from a collection content perspective, these two products are more complementary than competitive. They each take on a particular area of unique content.
Direct Comparison
From a user perspective, the online, searchable nature of the CPPC collection is a plus (within ebrary). Practically speaking, however, for many users the entry point to both collections is the library catalogue where MARC records, not full text, rule. Improvements in Microlog MARC records put this collection on an even footing with CPPC in the library catalogue context. Inclusion of departmental links to online versions of Microlog titles, while not perfect by any means, does at least give the user the sense that they should be able to find these documents online.
The average cost per title ($4.77 vs. $1.07 for Microlog and CPPC respectively) reflects the cost to ProQuest of providing microfiche. From the perspective of long-term access, microfiche is a proven format. The jury is still out on electronic formats in spite of the vast body of scholarly literature viii devoted to the challenges associated with the "longevity, reliability and authenticity" (Devakos, 2008) of digital documents. The involvement of the Ontario Council of University Libraries (OCUL) Scholars Portal ix service in archiving the CPPC collection should help ensure long-term access to this electronic collection.
Many federal government documents found in Microlog are also available through the Government of Canada depository publications site: http://publications.gc.ca. This, too, bodes well for long-term electronic access. User awareness of this site is an ongoing challenge. At QUL, a custom Google search has been included on the library web site (http://library.queensu.ca/webdoc/gov/canada_federal) focussing on just the http://publications.gc.ca web site. Experience suggests that this means of searching produces better results than the native search within http://publications.gc.ca.
Conclusions
Ultimately, it is up to each library to determine its own collection priorities based on institution size, programs, research areas, usage patterns, etc. At QUL, Microlog is still a priority because of its unique content and its assurance of long-term access to key Canadian documents. For decades now, QUL has relied on Microlog to fill gaps in its federal, provincial, and municipal government document collections. Online access is somewhat less of an issue, as more recent additions to Microlog provide links to full-text documents. The fact that these records are in the library catalogue is the key pointusers can easily find the documents.
QUL also subscribes to the Canadian Public Policy Collection (and the CHRC). These collections are popular with users and fill a relatively unique niche in QUL's collection. The online, full-text, fully-searchable nature of CPPC, once a user has landed in the ebrary platform, certainly contributes to its popularity. A solution to the ebrary downloading issue will hopefully be in place soon. In the meantime, CPPC content can be accessed in downloadable PDF format via the Canadian Electronic Library Archive (http://celarc.ca). Searchability is limited, and at this time there are no links to celarc.ca in MARC records provided by Gibson Library Connections.
The key point of this analysis is that Microlog and CPPC are more complementary than competitive. Libraries that turn to CPPC as a replacement for Microlog risk losing: unique content, long-term access and preservation, research potential (as key documents are not found).
There are no easy answers to this dilemma, particularly in a time of tight finances, shifting technology, and an evolving licensing landscape. Perhaps some sort of hybrid model will emerge with online, full-text availability coupled with the assurance of filmed copies being created and stored for archival purposes.
